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Srinivasa Ramanujan  

Srinivasa Ramanujan was one of India’s greatest 
mathematical geniuses and autodidact who, with almost no 
formal training in pure mathematics, made substantial 
contributions to mathematical analysis, number theory, infinite 
series and continued fractions. 
 
He demonstrated unusual mathematical skills at school, a natural 
ability, winning accolades and awards. He was given books on 
advanced trigonometry and had mastered them by age 12, 
and even discovered theorems of his own.  
 
By 17, Ramanujan conducted his own mathematical research on 
Bernoulli numbers and the Euler–Mascheroni constant. 
 
He received a scholarship to study at Government College in 
Kumbakonam, but lost it when he failed his non-mathematical 
coursework. He joined another college to pursue independent 
mathematical research, working as a clerk in the Accountant-
General's office at the Madras Port Trust Office to support 
himself.  
 
In 1912–1913, he sent samples of his theorems to three 
academics at the University of Cambridge. Only G. H. Hardy 
recognized the brilliance of his work, subsequently inviting 
Ramanujan to visit and work with him at Cambridge. On 16 
March 1916 Ramanujan graduated from Cambridge with a 
Bachelor of Science by Research. 
 
Ramanujan’s own work on partial sums and products of 
hypergeometric series have led to major development in the 
topic. Perhaps his most famous work was on the number of 
partitions of an integer into summands. 
 
He became a Fellow of the Royal Society and a Fellow of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, dying of illness, malnutrition and 
possibly liver infection in 1920 at the age of 32. 

(22 December 1887 – 26 April 1920)  
Born and died in Erode, Tamil Nadu,  
India 

“An equation means  
nothing to me unless  
it expresses a thought  
of God.” 

News 

Automotive: Commercial vehicle sales expected to rise 15-25%  
+info Car sales in May rose to 1.48 lakh units +info M&M project  
puts women in driver’s seat +info  GM to raise prices 3%, others  
may follow +info Tata Motors to raise Rs. 4,700 cr to fund growth  
+info  

Aerospace: Domestic air traffic up 22% in May +info European  
fighters become 25% cheaper +info 

Renewable Energy: INDOLINK has  
been chosen by WINDAR (Daniel  
Alonso Group) to assist them in  
setting up their subsidiary in India  
+info Biggest solar power plant  
commissioned +info GUVNL inks  
PPAs for 420 Mw solar projects in  
Gujarat +info GERC fixes tariff for bagasse-based power plants  
+info 

Pharmaceutical: Govt moves to tighten drug price control +info  
In-principle approval for pharma SEZ in Vizag +info Piramal  
Healthcare eyes buys in US, Europe, Canada +info 

Telecommunications: ITU guidelines on transition to digital  
broadcasting +info Mukesh plans $5-bn telecom revolution  
2.0 +info Alcatel-Lucent to make India its global services  
headquarters +info Tata asks govt to delay 3G spectrum  
allocation +info 

IT: Cloud computing biz may touch $1 bn in 5 years +info Unique  
ID body to float over Rs 1K-cr tender for big IT cos +info Sultans  
of software +info TCS, Infy, Wipro beat recession, chart growth  
strategy +info 

Investment: Tata Group plans Rs 10,000-cr investment +info  
Karnataka wins mega steel, power investments +info FIIs back,  
pump in Rs 3,200 cr in 5 days +info  

Infrastructure: Ministry charting plan to corporatise major ports  
+info IVRCL Infra gets Rs 3,100-cr project +info IGI terminal  
3: In race to beat the global best +info Infrastructure growth  
slows to 5% in May +info 

Upcoming Events 
 
Coming trade exhibitions:  
Trade fairs for July +info 

Economy 

Banking: RBI favours freeing savings rates +info Govt infuses  
Rs 1,500cr into 4 banks +info Banks tap RBI for Rs 62,000 cr +info 

Finance: Risk cover to double on Ulips +info Higher public float  
rule to attract more global flows +info Life insurance industry  
grows 18 pct +info 

Economy growth: India eyes double-digit economic growth by  
2013 +info Forex reserves rise $1.69 b +info  

Tax: Govt softens stand in new tax code +info Service tax  
waived on power supply, services within ports +info Retirement  
benefits not to be taxed: Govt +info 

Import – Export: Improved demand in  
west propels India’s exports to US$ 16.1  
billion +info PowerGrid’s new bidding  
norms to hit Chinese vendors +info  

              Industry: HINE will establish in India with  
the help of INDOLINK +info India Inc’s sales  
growth at 8-year low, profit up 27.6% +info  
Power, infrastructure, mfg sectors key to  
sustained growth: CII +info Govt eyes Rs  
1,50,000 cr from stake sale in 35 PSUs +info  
Manufacturing posts 16.3 per cent in Q4′FY10  
+info 

Energy: Refineries process 7.7% more in May, crude and gas output  
up +info RIL may partner Mexico’s Pemex to set up +info Captive  
power units turn money-spinners for cos +info Chhattisgarh to get  
1,500 Mw more power by 2012 +info  

Retail: Shoppers Stop plans to double  
stores in 5 years +info RIL to add more  
space for retail venture +info 
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